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BIOMEDICAL ULTRASONOSCOPE
Invention Abstract
The invention pertains to an ultrasonic biomedical instrument
that enables an operator to non-invasively examine the interi-
or of a patient's body. The device is particularly well suited
for the real time examination of a patient's heart.
The complete ultrasonic instrument is depicted in Fig. 1. Probe
17 contains a single ultrasonic transducer and probe 45 contains
a linear array c;: ultrasonic transducers. When either probe is
pressed against a patient's chest opposite the patient's heart,
information about the patient's heart is presented on cathode
ray tube face.21. An ,operator has the choice of three present-
ation modes. Fig. 3 depicts the CRT presentation in the "A"
scan mode. Figures 4 and 5 show the "M" and "C" scan modes,
respectively. The "C" scan mode enables a two-dimensional cross-
section image of the viewed organ. In the figure, the chest wall
is on the left side of the CRT and the central white area is the
heart. The resolution is so good that an operator can observe
the functioning of the mitral valve. Video-produced markers 53
enable the operator to measure dimensions of the heart. A block
diagram of the circuit is shown in Fig. 2. Transducer probe 17
is used with the "M" and "C" modes whereas probe 45 is used
solely for the "C" mode. The "A" and "M" mcde scan means includes
the clock generator 13, the cathode ray tube 21, the sweep gener-
ator 23, the transducer 17, the transmitter 15, and the receiver
19. The "C" mode scan means includes the ultrasonic transducer
array 45, the transmitters 41, the sequencer 35, and the stair-
case generator 29. A bias voltage generator 49 is provided to
off set every other raster frame to enhance the visual display.
•s
There is no known prior art ultrasonic instrument that incorporates
"C". mode, "A" mode and, "M" mode scans. Another important feature
of the invention is that it utilizes COS/MOS integrated circuits
to minimize power consumption and permit battery operation. Although
a "C" mode display instrument has been used in the past, it re-
quires a multiplicity of receivers whereas the subject invention
only requires one, etc. Additionally, the bias generator voltage
circuit is believed to be novel.
Inventor: Robert D. Lee
Employer: NASA-Ames Research Center
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APPLICATION FOR LETTERS PATENT
TO ALL WHOM IT HAY CONCERN:
BE IT KNOWN THAT R. D. LEE, a citizen of the United States of America,
and resident of San Mateo, California, has invented certain new and useful
improvements in a BIO-MEDICAL ULTRASONOSCOPE of which the following is a
specification:
I
ABSTRACT OF THE DISCLOSURE
The combination of a "C" mode scan electronics in a portable, battery
powered bio-medical ultrasonoscope having "A" and "M" mode scan electronics,
the latter including a clock generator for generating clock pulses, a cathode
ray tube having X, Y, and Z axis inputs, a sweep generator connected between
the clock generator and the X axis input of-the-cathode-ray-tube for genera-
ting a cathode ray sweep signal synchronized by the clock pulses, and a re-
ceiver adapted to be connected to the Z axis input of the cathode ray tube.
The "C" mode scan electronics comprises a plurality of transducer elements
10 arranged in a row and adapted to be positioned on the skin of the patient's
body for converting a pulsed electrical signal to a pulsed ultrasonic signal,
radiating the ultrasonic signal into the patient's body, picking up the echos
reflected from interfaces in the patient's body and convert!"fig the echos to
electrical signals; a plurality of transmitters, each transmitter being cou-
15 pled to a respective transducer for transmitting a pulsed electrical signal
thereto and for transmitting the converted electrical echo signals directly
to the receiver, a sequencer connected between the clock generator and the
plurality of transmitters and responsive to the clock pulses for firing the
transmitters in cyclic order; and-a staircase voltage generator connected be-
20 tween the clock generator and the Y axis input of the cathode ray tube for
generating a staircase voltage having steps synchronized by the clock pulses.
ORI6IN OF THE INVENTION
The invention described herein was made by an employee of the United
States Government and may be manufactured and used by or for the Government
25 for governmental purposes without the payment of any royalties thereon or
therefor.
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION
Field of the Invention
The present invention relates generally to ultrasonic devices of the
-2-
pulse-echo type, and more particularly to such devices which are suited for
examination of the interior of a patient's body for non-invasive medical
diagnosis.
Description of the Prior Art
» . •
Ultrasonic pulse-echo systems have heretofore been proposed for the ex-
amination of the interior of a patient's body. The present echocardioscope,
echocardiagraph, echoencephalograph, or ultrasonoscope displays, inter-bio-
organs with a single ultrasonic element transducer by non-invasive techniques
and with the aid of mechanical and/or electrical devices to provide several
10 different types of displays. These include mechanical linear, arc hand held
sector, compound scans, and their respective types of displays. The most
common ultrasonic diagnostic instrument in use is the echocardiograph which
utilizes a hand-held single ultrasonic elunent transducer for non-invasive
examination of heart patients. The single ultrasonic element transducer
15 echocardiograph provides "A" mode and "M" mode oscilloscope (CRT) visual dis-
plays.
None of the known bio-medical ultrasonoscopes is capable of a selection
of visual displays including "C" mode scan as well as the common "A" and
"M" modes. Furthermore, conventional bio-medical ultrasonoscopes are large
20 and bulky, and incapable of portable, battery powered operation.
3RIEF SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION .
It is therefore one object of the present invention to provide an im-
proved bio-medical ultrasonoscope.
It is another object to provide an improved bio-medical ultrasonoscope
25 I which permits a thorough diagnostic examination while being as simple and
as compact as possible. .
It is yet another object to provide an improved bio-medical ultrascno-
scope incorporating "C" mode, "A" mode, and "M" mode scans while being as
simple and as compact as possible. •
The objects of the present invention are achieved by the combination of
"C" mode scan means in a bio-medical ultrasonoscope having "A" and "M" mode
scan means, the litter including a clock generator for generating clock
pulses, a cathode ray tube having X, Y, end Z axis inputs, a sweep generator
connected between the clock generator and the X axis input of the cathode
«
ray.tube,for generating a cathode ray sweep signal synchronized by the clock
pulses, and a receiver adapted to be connected to the Z axis input of the
cathode ray tube. The "C" mode scan means comprises transducer means includ-
ing a plurality of transducer elements arranged in a row and adapted to be
10 positioned on the skin of the patient's body for converting a pulsed electri-
cal signal to a pulsed ultrasonic signal, radiating the ultrasonic signal in-
to the patient's body, picking up the echo? reflected from interfaces in the
patient's body and converting the echos to electrical signals; a plurality
of transmitters, each transmitter being coupled to a respective transducer
15 for transmitting a pulsed electrical signal thereto and tor transmitting the
converted electrical echo signals directly to the receiver; sequencer means
connected between the clock generator and the plurality of transmitters and
responsive to the clock pulses for firing the transmitters in cyclic order;
and a staircase voltage generator connected between the clock generator and
20 the Y axis input of the cathode ray tube for generating a staircase voltage
having steps synchronized by the clock pulses.
An important feature of the invention is the use of a single or common
receiver, whereas some "C" mode display instruments utilize separate re-
ceivers for each transducer in the array.
25 Another important feature of the invention is that it permits the .use
of COS/KOS integrated logic circuit components so as to minimize power con-
sumption.
The foregoing as well as other objects, features, and advantages of the
present invention will become more apparent from the following detailed des-
30 cription taken in conjunction with the appended drawings.
15
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS
FIG. 1 is an isometric view of the exterior structure of the ultrasono- i
scope of this invention.
FIG. 2 is a block diagram of a preferred embodiment of the ultrasonoscopg
of this invention.
 %
FIG. 3 shows the representation obtained by display of the echo signals
on the screen of the cathode ray tube with "A" mode scan.
FIG. 4 shows the representation obtained by display of the echo sicna1*
on the screen of the cathode ray tube with "M" mode scan.
FIG. 5 shows the representation obtained by display of the echo signals
on the screen of the cathode ray tube with "C" mode scan.
FIG. 6 and 7 collectively show a schematic circuit diagram of the "C"
mode scan means of the preferred embodiment of the ultrasonoscope of this
invention.
FIG. 8(a) to (h) is a first series of waveforms produced at various
points in the schematic circuit diagram of FIG. 6 and 7.
FIG. 8(a) to (e) is a second series of waveforms produced at various
points in the schematic circuit diagram of FIG. 6 and 7.
DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENT
FIG. 1 illustrates, in isometric view, the exterior structure of the
portable, battery powered ultrasonoscope 11 of the invention which is pro-
vided for the examination of the interior of a patient's body. FIG. 2 il-
lustrates the invention in block form. A master clock generator 13 genera-
tes a repetitive clock pulse which is fed as a trigger pulse to a transmitter j.
15. The transmitter 15 transmits an electrical pulse to an ultrasonic tr*~.s- {
• . • • I
ducer 17 which is positioned qn the skin of the patient's body. The trans-
ducer 17 converts the electrical signal to an ultrasonic pulse v.hich it
radiates into the patient's body from the end of the transducer. Echos are |
. - i
reflected from the surface of the body and from interfaces in the body. The j
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echos are picked up by the transducer 17 and converted to electrical echo
signals. The electrical echo signals are applied to a receiver 19. The re-
ceiver 19 receives the electrical echo signals and feeds them to a cathode
ray tube 21. The signal generated by the master clock generator 13 is also
fed as a trigger pulse to a time-base sweep generator 23. The time-base
sweep generator 23 generates a sawtooth time-base sweep signal. The time-
base sweep signal is applied to the X axis input of the cathode ray tube 21
to horizontally deflect a spot of light produced on the screen of the cathode
ray tube synchronously with the pulsing of the transducer 17. "A" mode scan
10| and "M" mode scan are combined in the ultrasonoscope. In "A" mode, the sig-
nal from the receiver 19 is applied to the Y axis input of the cathode ray
tube 21. In "M" mode the signal from the receiver 19 is applied to the Z
axis input of the cathode ray tube 21.
FIG. 3 illustrates "A" mode scan wherein the echos are presented as
15 vertical deflections of the trace or "pips" on the screen, and since the
time delay between a transmitted pulse and the received echo depends on the
distance between the transducer to the reflecting interface, the depth of
the reflecting interface from the end of the transducer is represented
along the X axis.
20 FIG. 4 illustrates "M" mode scan wherein the echos are represented as
a brightening or intensity modulation of the time-base trace and the time-
base Is swept at right angles to its direction so as to plot the position
of an interface which is moving. Elapsed time is represented along, the Y
axis, and the depth of the reflecting interface from the end of the trans-
25 ducer is represented along the X axis.
The signal generated by the master clock generator 13 is also fed to a
depth marker generator 25. The depth marker generator 25 generates repeti-
tive pulses which are fed to the Y axis input of the cathode ray tube 21 to
provide depth markers along the base line of the display. In FIGS. 3 and 4,
30 depth markers are denoted by the numeral 53.
In accordance with the present invention, the ultrasonoscopa is further
provided with "C" mode scan means outlined by the broken line 27.
In "C" mode, the repetitive clock pulses generated by the master clock
generator 13 are fed as trigger pulses to a staircase voltage generator 29
over connections represented by lead^Sl. The staircase voltage generator 29
generates a staircase voltage signal whose steps are in sync with the clock
pulses. The staircase signal is applied over connections represented by
lead 33 to the Y axis input of the cathode ray tube 21. The signal genera-
ted by the master clock generator 13 is also fed to a sequencer 35 over lead
10 37. The sequencer 35 is provided with a plurality of output terminals whose
number (N+4) where N is a positive integer, is determined by the desired re-
solution of the display, and may amount to 24 for example. The sequencer 35
is set by the clock pulse to initiate a trigger pulse at each one of its out-
put terminals in time sequence. The second output terminal and the second-
15 from-last output terminal are connected to the depth marker generator 25
over connections represented by lead 39. The second and second-from-last
trigger pulses in the sequence cause display of the depth markers at the
bottom and top of the screen of the cathode ray tube. A plurality 41 of
transmitters, N in number, are connected respectively to the third through
20 third-from-last output terminals of the sequencer 35. Each of the next N
trigger pulses after the first two in the sequence fire the transmitters 41
in cyclic order. Each transmitter transmits an electrical pulse over con-
nections represented by lead 43 to a respective one of an array of N ultra-
sonic transducers 45 arranged in a row and positioned on the skin of the
25 patient's body. The respective transducer converts electrical signal to an
ultrasonic pulse which is radiated into the patient's body from the end of
the transducer. The echos are picked up by the transducer and converted to
electrical echo signals. The electrical echo signals are applied to the
receiver 19 over connections represented by lead 47. The last output termi-
30 na 1 of the s e q u e n c e r is c o n n e c t e d to a b i a s voltage
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generator 49. The last trigger pulse in the sequence causes the bias volt-
age generator 49 to generate a bias voltage for offsetting the vertical
position of the staircase voltage half a raster line from that of the pre-
vious frame on the screen of the cathode ray tube 21. The bias voltage-sig-
nal is applied over connections represented by lead 51 to the Y axis input
%
of the cathode ray tube.
In "C" mode, the receiver signal is applied to the Z axis input of the
cathode ray tube.
FIG. 5 illustrates "C" mode scan wherein the echos are represented as
a brightening or intensity modulation of the cathode ray. The vertical posi-
tion of the cathode ray corresponds at any time with the position of the
active transducer in the array. The depth of the reflecting interface from
the plane of the transducer is represented along the X axis. The number of
horizontal lines in the frame is selected as twice the number of transducers
plus two extra lines at the top and bottom for depth markers. The bias
voltage applied to the Y axis input produces the visual effect of having
twice the number of ultrasonic transducers in the array, thereby enhancing
the display. Depth markers are denoted by the numeral 53. The representa-
tion obtained on the screen of the cathode ray tube provides a two dimen-
sional or cross-sectional image of anatomical organs or structures or the
like, in which all displacements, for instance, of the heart wall, can be
observed.
The prime embodiment of this invention is more particularly described
with reference to FIG. 6 and 7 which collectively show a schematic circuit
diagram of the "C" mode scan means of the ultrasonoscope of this invention.
The circuits outlined in FIG. 6 and 7 by broken lines carry the same refer-
ence numbers as the blocks in FIG. 2.
Enclosed by a broken line 29 is the staircase voltage generator. A
non-inverting amplifier 55 is connected to input lead 31. The output of the
amplifier 55 is connected to the first input of the positive logic NOR gate
-8-
57 whose output forms the input of the positive logic NOR gate 59. The
output of the amplifier 55 is also connected to the clock input CL of the
D-type flip flop 61 whose set output Q comprises the second input of the NOR
gate 57. The output of the NOR gate 59 is connected to the clock input CL
of the 7-stage binary counter 63 and the set output Q of the D-type flip-
»
flop 61 is connected to the reset input R of the binary counter 63. The out-
puts of the stages of the binary counter 63 are connected to an analog-to-
digital conversion resistor ladder network 63 whose output is coupled through
emitter follower 67 to lead 33. When each clock pulse appears on lead 31,
10J the output of the NOR gate 57 goes low in response to a high at its inputs.
The output of the NOR gate 59 is thereby caused to go high and the binary
counter 63 is energized causing a voltage waveform to appear across the lad-
der network 65 and to be coupled through the emitter follower 67 to the Y-
.axis input of the cathode ray tube 21.
15j Enclosed by the broken line 35 is the sequencer. The output of the non-
invertering amplifier 55 is connected by lead 68 to the clock input CL of the
units decade counter 69 to start a count of units and the set output Q of the
D-type flip flop 61 is connected by lead 70 to the reset input R of the units
decade counter 69. A tens decade counter 71 is cascaded with the units de-
20j cade counter 69 and driven thereby to indicate tens. The outputs of the
stages of the units decade counter 69 are connected to the data inputs IN of
the bilateral pulse switches PSjj_2 tnr°u9n PSM+O« tne output of the first
stage being connected to every tenth pulse switch starting with PS,. ~» the
output of the second stage being connected to every tenth pulse switch start-
25 ing with P3N_,, and so forth. The outputs of the stages of the tens decade
counter 71 are connected to the control inputs VC of the bilateral pulse
switches P$N_2 through PS^ ' tfie outPut of the first stage being connected
to the first ten pulse switches, the output of the second stage being connec-
ted to the second ten pulse switches and so forth. The outputs OUT of the
3C bilateral pulse switches P$N_2 through PSj.+2 are connected to ground through
the resistor5 R. The output of the second bilateral switch PSj. , and the
second from last bilateral pulse switch PS.^ , are connected through the
diodes 73 and 75 to the pulse amplifier driver 77 whose output is connected
by lead 39 to the depth marker generator 25. The outputs of the third
through third from last pulse switches PS, through PSN are connected to the« i n
pulse amplifiers A, through A . The operation of the sequencer 35 will now
be described in conjunction with FIG. 7 and the waveforms illustrated in the
timing diagrams of FIG. 8. The clock pulses have a waveform as illustrated
in FIG. 8(a). Let it be assumed that the units decade counter 69 and the
10 tens decade counter 71 have been reset by a positive going pulse at their
reset inputs R. When the first clock pulse appears on lead 31 the clock in-
put CL of the units decade counter 69 goes high in response to a high at the
output of the amplifier 55. A voltage pulse P., ~ with a waveform as shown
in FIG. 8(c) then appears at the output of the first stage of the units de-
15 cade counter 69 and also at the data inputs IN of every tenth bilateral pulse
switch starting with the first switch PSN_-. In order for the pulse f^y to
pass through the switches to their outputs OUT, a positive voltage is required
at the switch control inputs VC. This voltage is derived from the output of
the first stage of the tens decade counter 71 end appears only for the first
20 ten pulse switches PSu
 2 through PSg. Thus only the pulse switch PS., ? ""s
turned on, allowing the pulse ?„
 2 to pass through to its output OUT and
across the resistor R. In the meantime, the step S..- of the staircase
voltage waveform shown in FIG. 8(b) is generated and the staircase voltage
is allowed time to settle during retrace. When the second clock pulse ap-
25 pears on lead 31, the clock input CL of the units decade counter 71 goes high
and a voltage pulse PN_, with a waveform as shown in FIG. 8(d) appears at
the output of the second stage of the units decade counter 69. This clock
pulse also initiates step Sj. , of the staircase voltage waveform shown in
FIG. 8(b). With a positive voltage at the control input VC of the bilateral
pulse switch PSN_, from the output of the first stage of the tens decade
counter 71 pulse switch PS., , is turned on next. The pulse PN , passes I
through the switch, appears across the resistor R and is coupled through
the diode 73 to the pulse amplifier driver 77. When the third clock pulse
appears on lead 31, the staircase voltage is advanced another step to step
S, as shown in FIG. 8(b) and a voltacje pulse P, with a waveform as shown
in FIG. 8(e) is caused to appear at the output of the third stage of the
units decade counter 69 and at the input of pulse switch PS, and every tenth
pulse switch therefrom. Only pulse switch PS, is turned on because only its
control input VC voltage is high and the pulse P, passes through the pulse
10 switch PS, to the first pulse amplifier Al. The sequence of events described
for pulse P, is then repeated for each of the pulses Py through Pg. The
voltage pulse Pg is the tenth pulse event for the units decade counter 69.
The next clock pulse initiates two events. The first event is that the units
decade counter 69 recycles producing pulse Pg at the output of its first
15 stage. The second event is that a positive going pulse from the output CO
of the units decade counter 69 is coupled to the input CL of the tens decade
counter 71. This latter pulse turns off the positive voltage at the output
of the first stage of the tens decade counter 71 and replaces it with a
positive voltage at the output of the second stage so that the control iri-
20 puts VC of the pulse switches PSg through PS,g now are caused to go high.
Pulse switch PSg is turned on and the pulse Pg passes through to the ninth
pulse amplifier Ag. The succeeding clock pulses cause the pulses P,Q through
PN to be passed through the pulse amplifiers PS,g through PS^ . The waveform
of the voltage pulse PN is shown in FIG. 8(f), and the corresponding step
25 S,. of the staircase voltage waveform is illustrated in FIG. 8(b). When
the (N + l)th clock pulse appears on lead 31, the staircase voltage is
advanced to step SN+, as shown in FIG. 8(b) and a v o l t a g e p u l s e PN+,
with a waveform as shown in FIG. 8(g) is caused to appear at the output of
the corresponding stage of the units decade counter 69 and at the data input
30 | IN of the pulse switch PSN+i- The pulse PN+, passes through the pulse switch
-11-
PS
 1, appears across the resistor R and is coupled through the diode 75 to
the pulse amplifier driver 77. Finally, when the (N+2)th clock pulse appears
on lead 31, a voltage pulse ?N+2 with a waveform as shown in FIG. 8(h) oc-
curs at the data input IN of the pulse switch P$Nt2- The pulse P,.+2 passes
through the pulse switch PSN+2 to tfle direct set input S of the D-type flip-
flop 79 causing its set output Q to go-high, thereby resetting the binary
counter 63, the units decade counter 69, and the tens decade counter 71 for
a new cycle of operations.
Enclosed by a broken line 41 are the ultrasonic transmitters TXI-TXN.
10 Only the details of the first transmitter TXI have been illustrated since
each of the N transmitters is identical. The output of the pulse amplifier
Al is connected to the junction of the control input VC of the analog switch
AS, and the resistor Rl. The resistor Rl is connected by a parallel combina-
tion of the resistor R2 and the capacitor Cl to ground. Resistor Rl is also
15 connected to ground through the capacitor C2 and the parallel combination
of the diode CR1 and the primary winding of the transformer Tl. A silicon
controlled rectifier SCRI, shunted by the resistor R5, is connected at its
gate through the resistor R3 to one of the secondary windings of the trans-
former Tl, and at its cathode to ground through the diode CR2. A silicon
20 controlled rectifier SCR2, shunted by the resistor R6, is connected at its
gate through the resistor R4 to another secondary winding of the transformer
Tl, at its cathode to the anode of the silicon controlled rectifier SCRI
through the diode CR3 and at its anode to the high voltage HV through the
series circuit of the coil LI, the decoupling diode CR9 and the resistor
25 | R9, and to ground through the capacitor C3 and the diode CR4. The junction
of the diode CR9 and the resistor R9 is connected to ground through the
capacitor C5. The junction of the capacitor C3 and the diode CR4 is connec-
ted through the diode CR5 to the junction of the first ultrasonic transducer,
the resistor R7, and the capacitor C4. The capacitor C4 is connected to
30 ground through the parallel combination of diodes CR7 and CR8 and the resis-
-12-
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tor R8, and also to the data input IN of the analog switch AS1. Referring
to FIGS. 7 and 9, the operation of the first transmitter will now be des-
cribed, as illustrative of the operation of the N ultrasonic transmitters.
The transmitter relies on capacitive discharge to fire the ultrasonic trans-
ducer. When the pulse P, with a waveform as shown in FIG. 9(a) appears at
the output of the pulse amplifier Al, resistors Rl and R2 provide isolation
and divide the pulse amplitude. The capacitor Cl filters out high frequency
noise and the capacitor C2 differentiates the pulse. The negative portion
of the differentiated pulse is clipped by the diode CR1 and the positive
portion of the pulse with a waveform shown in FIG. 9(b) passes to transformer
Tl causing a current to flow in its secondary windings and the silicon con-
trolled rectifiers SCR1 and SCR2 to be triggered. Resistors R3 and R4 de-
sensitize the gates of the silicon controlled rectifiers to RFI firing. .The
diodes CR2 and CR3, biased by voltage dividing resistors R5 and R6, minimize
anode RFI firing of the silicon controlled rectifiers. While only two sili-
con controlled rectifiers are shown, it is to be understood that additional
silicon controlled rectifiers can be added in cascade depending upon the
magnitude of the high voltage. Capacitor C3 is charged from the high volt-
age HV through a charging circuit comprising the resistor R9, the diode CR9,
20 the coil LI, the capacitor C3, and the diode CR4. When the leading edge of
the pulse P, fires the silicon controlled rectifiers, the charge on the
capacitor C3 is discharged through SCR1 and SCR2 via the diode CR5 and the
resistor R7 in parallel with the first ultrasonic transducer. The discharge
current impulse with a waveform shown in FIG. 9(c) causes the first ultra-
25 sonic transducer to radiate an ultrasonic pulse.into the patient's body from
the end of the transducer. The echoes picked up by the transducer are con-
verted to electrical echo signals appearing across the resistor R7 with a
waveform shown in FIG. 9(d). The electrical echo signals are capacitively
coupled through the capacitor C4 to the data input IN of the analog switch
-13-
AS,. The diodes CR7 and CR8 are provided for clipping large signals and the
resistor R8 is the input load for the analog switch. The analog switch AS,
is turned on by the appearance of the pulse P, at the control input VC and
the electrical echo signals are passed through the switch to a common signal
bus 81 and to the base of the transistor 83 whose output is coupled to the
receiver 19 by lead 47, as intensity modulating signals with a waveform
shown in FIG. 9(e).
Enclosed by the broken line 49 is the bias voltage generator. The out-
put OUT of the pulse switch PSN+o ls connected by lead 84 to the clock in-
10 put CL of the D-type flip-flop 79 whose set output Q comprises the input of
the pulse amplifier 85. At the output of the pulse amplifier 85 are connec-
ted two potentiometers 87 and a source follower 89 which is connected by
lead 51 to the Y input of the cathode ray tube. At the last clock pulse ap-
pearing on lead 31, the voltage pulse PN+2 se^s the D-type flip-flop 79
15 causing its set output Q to go high and providing an input voltage to the
source follower 89. A bias voltage is thereby supplied to offset the stair-
case voltage at the Y input of the cathode ray tube 21.
Obviously, numerous modifications and variations of the present inven-
tion are possible in light of the above teachings. It is therefore to be
20 understood that within the scope of the appended claims, the invention may
be practiced otherwise than as specifically described herein.
-14-
